
No, Christianity is not dying but instead continues to grow by leaps and bounds.
Christianity is by far the largest world religion, embraced by as much as one quarter
to one third of the world’s population. Twice as many people worldwide embrace
Christianity as hold a secular, agnostic, or atheistic worldview. Four times as many
people embrace Christianity as Buddhism, despite that Buddhists comprise the
largest religion in the world’s largest country, China. Twice as many people
embrace Christianity as Hinduism, despite that Hindus comprise most of the
world’s second-most-populous nation, India.

The number of Christians worldwide has grown substantially in the past century,
keeping pace with worldwide population growth and with the rise of literacy and
education. One-hundred years ago, the world had about six-hundred-million
Christians. Today it has about four times that many, over two-billion Christians,
just as world population also quadrupled. Christianity has kept pace with worldwide
population growth on a percentage basis over the past century, while adding many
more than a billion followers to its overall numbers. Christianity is anything but
dying. It instead remains a vital, even accelerating worldwide movement.

Christianity may face greater challenge, where Jesus said in his parable of the sower
that God’s word would face challenge, from wealth’s deceitfulness and the desire
for more things. The percentage of Christians in Europe has declined from
ninety-five percent to seventy-six percent in the past one-hundred years, while the
percentage in the Americas has declined from ninety-six percent to eighty-six
percent. On the other hand, rising living standards out of desperate poverty in
China, the Pacific, and Africa, have coincided with an explosion of Christian faith
in those regions. Yet much-higher living standards in Europe and North America
have coincided with declines in percentages of adherents. Materialistic, acquisitive,
commercial culture chokes out God’s word, Jesus’s parable warns, while literacy
and relief from abject poverty increases Christian faith.

In the same parable, Jesus also said that the worries of this life choke out God’s
word. Reports indicate that the United States has the world’s highest rate of mental
illness including depression and anxiety disorder. A study by World Health
Organization researchers showed that higher-income countries have higher anxiety
rates including generalized anxiety disorder, which involves uncontrollable worry



affecting normal life. Higher wealth, with all its attraction and distraction, correlate
with higher anxiety, both of which choke out the faith.

Percentage declines in Christian faith in some regions, like Europe and North
America, do not likely relate to an evolution of the mind, soul, or spirit to higher
states of love, service, charity, self-control, stability, and generosity. They may
instead relate to devolution of the mind, soul, and spirit to lower states, specifically
the desire to accumulate ever-greater wealth while suffering ever-greater anxiety.
The belief that abandoning Christianity involves movement to a higher existential
plain is simply self-justifying, likely even arrogant, while also hinting of deep social
or even racial prejudice.

Christian faith is far from the pacifier that this section’s opening illustration
suggests. Its every tendency is instead toward mature and objective
self-examination, confession, and growth. Rather than pacifying or retarding
thought or development, Christian faith challenges, stimulates, encourages, guides,
and promotes. Christian faith invites courage, hope, confidence, and the best mental
and physical health. Christian faith is neither foolish nor immature but instead deep,
historical, nuanced, authentic, and extraordinarily powerful.

Christian faith is above all alive, active, moving, stimulating, and growing, both on
the worldwide stage and in every individual heart open to it. Christian faith leaves
the dead to follow the dead while inviting the living to follow Christ. Christianity
sets whole populations alive with revival, seeing new possibility for better, indeed
eternal, life. Christianity has swept regions and nations, then returned to sweep
them again. The Holy Spirit has at times concentrated his vital activity on a
commercial street corner, college campus, or urban gutter, or spread his activity
across a nation or continent.

The arch of Christianity is most certainly up, as the Bible clearly describes. God is
not the god of the dead but of the living, currently over two-billion living, with
many more to come. Ensure that you are among those living, and then reach out to
your nearest neighbor to invite them to join you in God’s gracious sweep of world
history. Jesus lives and is on the throne. No historian, sociologist, archaeologist, or
demographer dethrones him.


